I am walking outside a commercial center and get a phone call from my wife. She is in the country and wants to use a device she got from the state but I don't understand what she means. I then remember that I have a power converter and I can bring that along with my American toothbrush.
I am in a big second hand store and go out that I find another way in. There is a man inside selling cheap records and giving one coin back for every buck he receives. I then go out again and as I think of taking my mother to shop there I find a big warehouse selling all kind of plastic pipes.
I am in a small shop with my sister and buy some old video cassettes. As she is paying I show the owner that we also got a bike lock but he doesn't want any money for it. We then go out and I show her how to fasten her bike at the bottom but the lock is too small to connect to any rack.
I am taking a language test with another girl and hand it in. The teacher corrects it and gets back to me with almost the highest score. I am really impressed and see that I did only one mistake that I could have avoided if I read through it once more.
I am traveling with a colleague back in my homeland. We actually reach my native city and go down with her. I then take her straight through the little station but have to go through a check-in. The hostesses are still getting ready and I realize that they are only there to give us our luggage.
I am biking in my new city and come to a beach where people are still swimming even though it is winter. There is actually a man at the entrance and I understand that one has to pay. I then try to bike ahead and see that there is another place where to swim for free but no one is swimming.
I get in a restaurant with my son and seat at a table in the very end. As we look at the menu a guy seats close to us. I understand that he is poor and wants some food but we don't even have the money to buy for ourselves. He then takes a dirty spoon and eat some leftovers on the table.
I see my American professor walking down a hill and reach him with two large papers where I wrote the schedule of my course. We then walk down together and he suggests that I should only have the students to socialize with each other. They are seating and we start walking in circles inside.
My old friends and I are walking in a valley covered with snow but a group is missing. I then decide to walk all the way back through a frozen river to fetch them. They are actually in a giant church but I realize that I don't have my video-camera and want to immediately go back to the others.
I am at a party with my old classmates and dip a cookie in a glass of soda. A girl finds it disgusting but we are anyway about to go. We then stand up against the wall but she can't find her bra. I then tell her that she can do without it but actually have it myself and give it to a friend to smell.
We are leaving to Puerto Rico and I walk home to call my sister. The bus is actually coming and I run a smaller road to fetch it. I manage to get to the station and I see that a tornado is also coming and destroying the city. I then go down and find that my sister is arriving just on time.
I am going to a presentation of my classmates. An American guy presents a video of his performances where he plays blowing in a soda cup with a straw. There are many reporters and he suddenly takes a camera and goes behind them to photograph them as a proof for when he will sue them.
I am on the way inside a classroom and greet a teacher at the entrance who is closing the curtains. I then tell her that I am also an old teacher and seat in a corner behind. There are almost no students left but realize that on my side there might be my professor even though it is too dark to tell.
I am walking home with my Polish friend and discuss about how to pronounce the word weird. He pronounces it with a V and I ask a little girl waiting for the tram. She freaks out and I understand that she is without her parents but then realize that they might be coming with the next tram.
I am walking with my stepfather and he asks me if we are near a bus stop. It is the next street and he explains that he was walking there with the dog and couldn't go further. We are actually in the dining room eating small pieces of fennel and he starts complaining about my sister's boyfriend.
I am going by car up a hill of my native village and find that there is a newly constructed village. I stop to look at the shops and get in a gym where my parents are training. I start running on a machine and it actually moves all the way to the changing room where I get off.
I talk to a doctor about getting a knee surgery and move to a waiting room where his nurse prepares a gun to suck the liquid inside. Many people are waiting and she takes me downstairs where I realize that she is a black prostitute. As we look for the doctor I find that he is an homosexual.
A friend is driving on a highway in a green valley and I explain him how to drive out. The highway actually turns the direction he wanted to go. I then show him the button to keep the same speed but as he presses it I can only see through a video-game where the car goes fast inside a tunnel.
I am driving a motorcycle with a friend on the back and come to a city where a military parade is about to begin. We drive through a parking lot but it is not free and I start driving really fast through the parade. I actually find a parking on the side-walk and lock the motorcycle on an iron bar.
I am in a dark room listening to a choir of a veterans singing old songs. They are all laying on the floor and as they stand up again I realize that they are all young females. The oldest starts singing very high and I am really impressed but no one applauses. She is actually not concerned.
I am in a park and meet my Russian friend. I then ask him about his family and he tells me that they are all fine. He actually got to in good terms with his stepfather and I slap him on the neck because he has always been in bad terms. I then let him go and think how much he has changed.
I am meeting two important clients and one of them shakes my hand knowing that I am about to leave the company. He then tells me that I can keep working for them if I stay in America. I actually won't but the other client tells me that he is in the board of a cultural organization in Europe.
I walk in a swimming pool and find my old friends bathing. One of them comes out and we seat together to have a drink. He then starts complaining about his work and spits on the floor while I try to encourage him to keep it up and explain him that it is much worst without it.
I am attending a presentation where they are showing the work of an old American friend. She is in a small gallery demonstrating some pins she made. They are shaped like small hearts and they blink when she pins them on her chest. They suddenly start projecting a video of a big crowd.
I am with a band that is taking a break from a concert. The girl next to me is doing some calculations and asks the singer for some money. He gives them to her but I am in between and my thumb is bleeding. I then leave the stage with a friend and tell him that I wouldn't mind to be a pop-star.
I am at my parents place talking to a lawyer friend and ask him if we can talk over the internet. He is actually busy talking to other people in his studio and I notice a necklace on the floor. It is from an Indian guy who was recently visiting us and was supposed to give it to his girlfriend.
I am in a sister's kitchen and offer to hold her baby while she cleans up. I then pretend to put her in a cabinet but then lay her on the bench. Her head hits down and I understand that she is tired. We then go to the bedroom to lay her there and my sister gives me a book but I lent one already.
I get by bus to a nice old town and show the other passengers the church where they will have to take another bus. I actually climb up a small tree to film it but my old friends are also there and get on the way. As I manage to keep the camera stable a big crowd of students comes running.
In an atelier a woman asks me to paint her eyebrows. I then do it against her forehead using a special paper. As she removes it I realize that it painted a red stripe on her blond hair. She is quite ugly now and I leave her by car but then she calls me and I realize that I have left my son with her.
I am going to a dinner with my old Swedish boss. As we seat down he tells me how he is not going to work with me anymore after all I have done. I actually don't care and feel like I have to keep up with my paintings. I then take two out and put them on the table to continue them.
I am in the countryside laundry room when my father-in-law comes in and tells me that I have to work harder. I then go down to talk about it to my wife but she is watching a film with our son. It shows the interior of a renaissance tower and points to the top where the sky has been painted.
A little girl is with her friends on a plateau covered with snow. A train comes and they go to greet it but there are bad soldiers inside who take them. The girl manages to escape between the train and a boar runs with it all the way to a very ugly modern city where these bad soldiers live.
I am walking with a tall piano player and ask him if can plays guitar. He tells me about it but we reach a pub where I have a date with two sisters. I introduce them the piano player and he tells them how his school only pays for his lodging. I then say that I would rather sleep with a prostitute.
I am at my parents' place when my mother comes in the dining room wearing one of my shirts. It actually fits her really well and I tell her to keep it. She then comes out with a white jacket from my stepfather and asks me if I want it. There is real fur on the top and I tell her that I really like it.
I am in a changing room doing push ups to pump my chest and face my American swimming team. One of them comes in and I am actually taller than him and don't feel threaten. I then go out with my friends but the other swimmers are also out waiting and they start to fight together.
I am biking despite my back problems and reach a mall. I then go behind a shop and find the studio where I am supposed to do an internship. It is only one room but two persons inside invites me to seat with them and tells me that soon we can have a soup together when a third one arrives.
I am having lunch with my American neighbours and actually have my hand on the legs of the woman seating next to me. Her husband notices it and goes to bed. We then close ourselves in the kitchen pretending to do the dishes but actually kiss and I put my hand under her skirt.
I am home in the living room and talk to a girl to cancel a meeting in her workshop. The postman comes with a package of silk from China. It is for me and I put it next to my desk but he asks me to pay for it. It is not much but I am afraid that my wife gets upset.
I get on-line to a new social network site and find that an old friend who was in India has moved back to Canada. I am actually in a room where there are my sweaters he has designed with a superhero. I read on the site that he is fed up with it and I find that also on one of the sweaters.
I am out on the hills and find a guy who gives me his new mobile phone to try. It can open up and I could put it to my ears like an old phone. I am actually concerned for the radiations and only speak holding it away from my head. The guy wants to give it to me but I prefer my own phone.
I am with a friend eating soup at the school's cafeteria. We finish and he starts leaving but I remind him to bring his dirty dish to wash. He then takes it to one end of the cafeteria but I actually go to the other end where there is a bin that opens automatically and I can throw the dish inside.
I go out out of a party in the mountains that is really lat in the night. I then go home with a friend but a local is driving. I tell him that I am sober if he wants me to drive but he explains that he is used to it. He then gives us a catalogue where he shows a resort in a valley that he takes care of.
I am in a supermarket with my wife who wants to get eggs. She finds some boiling in the fish department but I am not sure what kind they are. I then go out to ask the shop assistant who are taking a break. One of them is telling how rich her mother is and another tells her that she will inherit.
I am listening to a man talking about a group of girls who are going to perform. Some of them are handicap and have monkeys to help them. I am actually in their public toilette and find a towel full with blood. I immediately flush it away to keep everything clean for when they come back.
I connect a device to a computer to see if it works and realize that a technician from the Netherlands is on-line to help me. As the device is connected allot of small windows appears with many wireframe drawings. I click on one and interact with a nice rendering of the universe by moving a star.
A group of white soldiers arrive in an African village and discover that two nice women have babies with the black guys. As they explain that at least they don't die in the war the enemy starts shooting. They are surrounded and a soldier stands to surrender but then escape from the living room.
I am laying with my son on the vegetable garden when my brother-in-law comes cutting the grass. I first move a bit but then he comes too close to our heads and I stand up to dig the earth. It is very soft to work with the shovel and he congratulates wishing the whole the land to be like that.
I am one of my old Swedish students' bedroom and he shows me an abstract painting he did. As he shows me other paintings around the house we notice a bear out of the kitchen window. My student goes out and manages to lock the entrance without getting attacked.
I am at a restaurant and go to a small table where a man is seating. He calls me like a young man and I get close to him to have him to show me respect. He is actually a mafia boss and tells me how he got his inheritance playing a lottery against his seven brothers.
I am driving with my son over a beautiful highland and reach a place from where we can look at the mountains. There is a column on top of one and I remind my son the time we were there together. There is also a building higher up and I even reached that once but he wasn't with me then.
I am at my parents' old place but can't find a book. My sister then tells me that she took all my books down to the basement. We go to check together but I can't find it and ask her if she can go and get it in a tropical land. I show it to her on a map but realize that it is only a small archipelago.
I wake up in the morning that my wife and son are already in the kitchen. We then seat to have breakfast but she is upset with me because I was screaming at night while dreaming of having sex with our kid. I can't remember that but then realize that my penis is wet.
I am on a long boat with my parents and his friends and we look at another boat followed by a man biking. I move to the front to see it but they warn me about an opening in the middle. It is filled with water and they explain that there is a prisoner inside but I joke saying that it is only a mirror.
I am playing baseball against a team but they are too strong and win the first match. I get to be the pitcher in the second match even though my shoulder can dislocate. I then play as the catcher and manage to eliminate all the beaters who don't realize that I have another ball in my glove.
I am with my wife seating on a wall by the metro gates. A friend shows up below and I jump in while my wife goes through the gates. I also go back to stamp my ticket but when I go down the train is closing the door and he is already inside. The door are still open but I hesitate for too long.
I am in an old luxury car with the driver of a rich Indian. It is dark but he speeds up through the highway and reach a mountain road. I see a snake sticking his head out and we get off to see it but there are way too many snakes all around. We want to get back to the car but the driver is gone.
I am in bed masturbating while my mother is taking my kid for a ride on a big motorcycle. She actually looks towards me but then drives away. As they came back she opens the closet and gives me one of my stepfather's underwear but they are all tangas he uses to go by bike.
I am out of a school where a guy is giving fliers to the girls for an evening party. He also comes towards me but I avoid him as I already know at what time it starts. As he leaves I realize that I might actually need the flier to get in for free but now it is too late.
I am walking along a swimming pool and meet an old classmate. We start wrestling together even though he is much taller but I actually manage to throw him in the water. I then run away with him chasing after me. I get in the changing room but turn in the first bathroom and let him pass.
A cartoon character is trying to hide on top of a tower. There is actually a little house there and he gets in. It is the house of an homosexual character and our first character gets raped but when the cops come he is the one fucking the homosexual from behind.
My stepfather is buying a big white pick up from my country neighbour. As they finish the deal I get ready to drive but my stepfather wants to do it instead. There are actually no seats available and he tells me to drive with my neighbour. The latter has a two seats car but he is xenophobic.
In class an old colleague teaches us Tai Chi but does it like a fast dance. I then tell him to teach us gradually and be slower. He gets really angry but then I volunteer to pick the trash outside. As I do so he tells the other colleagues that he caught me making out with the professor's daughter.
A street musician will have to smuggle a girl across the border and he is given a ride to the other side by a diplomat. He actually recognizes an officer and the latter invites him for a drink. There is even a theatre play and my wife goes up to him and gives him kisses even though I am also there.
I am running a marathon in my native village and get to be the first. We have to go up to withdraw money at a shop but a relative tells me to go to the next one. It is a laundry shop but I have nothing to wash and give the other runners some time. A car with black people drives ahead anyway.
My sister and I are in Palestine walking down a dry valley with a local. He actually tells us that the villa of our friend living above will be swiped out. We then come to an old stable and he explains us that we can apply to use it as an atelier if we can prove that we live in the same room.
A referee asks a bunch of players from two important football teams to meet outside the field. He then asks them to rearrange according to their actual ethnic. The goal keeper of one team is American and group together with an American from the other team but she is actually dark skin.
I wake up in the basement of a small school where I am applying to. It is still evening and I decide to go out with my sister who is in town. We walk along a green river and come to my car but six other students are seating inside. I don't have a phone but call the police anyway and report them.
I am at the airport with an Indian friend who is arranging a trip for me and my friends. She tells us that the flight to Mexico is very cheap and we agree to go there after visiting her country. I then walk to the elevator and incite them to celebrate the fact that we are now free to travel.
I am at park outside and find a Chinese family having picnic at a table. I ask one of them her name in their language but she doesn't understand. Another asks me what it is my name but it is too complicated to say it in Chinese. I then give up and go to seat with my mother at another table.
I am in a little apartment going thorough the photos I took at a party. A friend was dressing like a woman and took a picture of his vagina. I immediately throw it away in a shared bathroom. My roommate comes and I want to show him the picture but the neighbour has now locked the door.
I am taking the metro even though I only have to go one stop. I then look for the right platform but a train going to another direction arrives. I go upstairs but there is another train going to the same direction. I ask and a man tells me to just go out and walk straight to my the central station.
A group of robots have sucked up all the sea water but a spring of water still remains in a cave. Some kids are bathing there when their parents calls them outside. Their beach has just been sold to the son of God and they will have to move to a much smaller beach in the shadow of a cliff.
My family and friends are all united for a feast out in a park. I then walk to a gazebo and use a yellow microphone to give a speech. I tell them how I have been a missionary up North and fallen in love with nature. They all laugh thinking that I am joking but I try to tell them that I am serious.
I receive from a Turkish colleague an e-mail with the report of a previous commission. I look through it and find that there are never any pictures of me but then realize that I was the one who took them. There is actually a picture where we should all be together brainstorming but I am cut out.
I am in my apartment when I get a phone call from the dentist. He thinks that I missed my appointment but I actually have it in the afternoon. As I put the phone down and start playing balls with my kid I realize that I will have another appointment and I won't be able to make it.
I am driving a small yellow car with my Polish friend and park along a road down hill. It is actually a bus stop and we have to move our car again but every spot is taken. There is the wooden gate of a cow field and I manage to open a piece so that we can park there but people don't want it.
I am in a Southern capital where thousands of people have come from all over the world. I am actually walking with a Northern policeman and he warns me to be careful. I don't understand but then he explains that if we are to find potential terrorists we are to find them now among the crowd.
I am at a conference watching a documentary in many languages. I am getting bored but then a famous actor is shown fastened in a chair with a snake approaching. The snake actually jumps out of the screen and I have to move from my chair. My son is given a small motorcycle to avoid it.
My wife has bought a big bottle of soda for our kid and tells me to bring it to him out in the garden. I do so but start looking at the purple label and realize that it is not an organic brand. It is just a cheap brand with artificial ingredients but I don't complain and bring it to him anyway.
I am in a warehouse and return a small motor to a dark hair Swedish woman. I then show her where the problem is and actually start fixing it with some pliers. It is part of a big umbrella and I insert it in the pole to the test it but it still doesn't work. I then think of just run down to my car.
I hear at the radio the names of those who got accepted to teach at a university. They list in alphabetical order some of my old colleagues and also mention my name by specify that they will have to chat with me over the internet. They want to test my language and I ask my wife to be with me.
I am at my parents' place and hear my stepfather talking on the phone with his old boss. The latter wants him to find an old comic with the episode about a dictator. My stepfather starts looking through all the comics but I suggest him to search on-line and see if he finds the right number.
My son has just gone through an exam to drive old locomotives. My wife tells me that he only made two mistakes. We actually see him doing it again over a broken railroad. He manages to put a wooden stick on time to pass across the gap.
I am in an apartment at the bottom floor eating lunch with my parents. I have a new girlfriend who has big bubs and is a hairdresser. My sister tells our mother about it but cannot remember the code to get in the hairdresser's shop. She goes out to try it and comes back with the wrong one.
It is evening and my wife and son are already asleep. I keep it awake afraid that my natural father and his companion might come back. I have kicked them out of the apartment and they might come back to revenge but then I go to bed thinking that they are usually very quiet.
I am driving my family in a small car up a Sicilian mountain. It is really steep and the road is too tiny but I manage to get through some cars coming down. On the top there is an old city and we go around looking for a place where to eat. I keep my gun hanging behind in case we get attacked.
I am having a meeting with two clients and one of them set another meeting with me. My colleague also wants to participate but the client explains that it is only to talk about my art. The other colleague then assigns us a chapter to read for our next meeting and he also includes an art chapter.
I am going out of a dark auditorium and find an old Polish friend. He is flirting with a young woman even though he has a family. They seat just outside the door and he takes out a green florescent candy. She swallows it and pass by them thinking that they must be very much in love.
I am walking on the street with my son and come to a bridge where a policeman tells a man to move his old truck. There are other trucks behind and they all have to move even though they are selling cooked food. The owners of the last one are still selling grilled sausages for very little money.
I am in my old school arranging my drawings when a classmate comes next to me to check them out. She really likes them and asks if I am going to do a book about them. I explain her that they are sketches for a film and actually look at them again and find them quite ugly.
I am driving with my wife and discuss about a trip we want to make in the States. She is thinking of going from the top to the bottom of the East coast. I want to go West but she tells me how boring it is to drive there. I thought the contrary but we are actually just crossing a mountain chain.
I am listening to a talk show where two hippies have been invited. I actually talk to the producer and he tells me that they got a big audience. As I am going out one of the hippies guesses that I am Italian but I tell her that I could as well be Brazilian or Argentinian.
I am outside of our new house in the suburbs when my American neighbour shows up. He asks if my wife is at home but I tell him that she is not and he can come back. He also tells me to go and visit his wife and I understand that he is talking about having sex. My wife is actually home.
I am taking my kid around the cow field in the countryside and show him the trees that we should let grow. There is one that is getting big but the cows have eaten the top. There is another one that I have just planted and it grew really big but there are spikes all over it.
A man with a burnt face steals with other robbers the gold wrappings of some chocolate. They then run to a secret passage but he tells one of them to stay and look after his wife who has a lover. The passage is a narrow spiral but they manage to go around it and come out to another city.
A man gets in a shop to sell expensive cars to a group of Chinese . He then takes a brochure out and starts explaining them the various models. He is actually a cheater who doesn't work there and has a black and white copy of an old brochure while the Chinese have the new version in colors.
I am having tea with an Asian woman and his two daughters. I find the older more interesting but then the mother explains that the younger one knows several language. She is studying in Japan but can also speak Italian. She would be cute if it wasn't for a ward above her upper lip.
I am walking with the royal family around a lake and see that my Norwegian colleague is swimming naked underwater. Everyone then gets in and I also do so from the opposite side. They really prise my breaststroke swimming and the old queen puts a spiral black horn on my forehead.
I am home with an ugly woman cleaning up our apartment. As I look at how sloppy she is we get two letters in the mail box. They are both new driver licenses for my father-in-law and I remember that I have ordered them on-line by mistake. There are actually two of him and one gets killed.
I get in my parents' apartment in an old city but remember that I need to use the internet. As I am going out again I see that they also have internet and the password is written on a paper. I then try to connect and suddenly feel like I need to look at some pornography and masturbate.

